PALACE FIELDS RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
(Tenants, please pass on these minutes to your Landlord and also, why not read these minutes on the Palace Fields website at www.palacefields.com
Residents Meeting No. 34. Held on 2nd May 2012.
at Ard Ri House Hotel, Milltown Road, Tuam at 8pm.
1. PRESENT. (a)








William Martin No. 91.

Michael Goss.No.48.
Ronan Kelly No. 144.


John Fleming. No.77
Liam Halion.   No. 192.
Marion Costello No. 179.


Karen Kennedy. No.150.



M. Kearney           No. 190.
Madeline Collins  No. 194.
Bernie Kelly          No. 242.
Denise Burke       No. 245.
JJ Burke               No. 245.
Kathleen Desmond No.264
Stephen McDonnell. No. 239.
Mary Fahy No. 275.
Deirdre McCarthy. No 12.
 Kitty O' Conner No. 3.


17 Persons present.







Thanks to all who attended.

(b)


Apologies from

Marian Walsh No. 5.
Maeve Waldron No.47.
.

 (c) On  behalf of the Residents Association, WM and MG  passed on all our heart felt condolences to Liam, Paddy and the Halion family who lost their Brother last month and that our thoughts remain with them at this difficult time.
2.DISTRIBUTION.
(a) The previous minutes were distributed to the area representatives and these in turn were delivered to their allocated areas.

Copies of minutes were also distributed to Declan Costello (Neighbourhood Watch Liaison Officer) and Sergeant Michael Bradly of Tuam Gardi station.

3.DATE OF NEXT MEETING.

(a) Wednesday 6th June 2012 in the Ard Ri House Hotel at 8pm.
4. ACCEPTANCE OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS MINUTES.
(a) They were accepted.
5.TREASURERS REPORT.
(a) The balance in the main account as of the 02.05.12 was 8,930.43. Euro. The balance in the raffle account is 142.48 Euro. It was agreed that the surplus monies in the raffle account would be left in the account for the time being. 

(b) No further raffle to take place.

(c) Collection of monies for the second year of maintenance will commence. The various committee members volunteered their time to collect these. However area 8 would be collected by SM and MG. It was stressed that it is very important to provide residents with receipts as these are used to mark up the main record sheet for accounting purposes held by MW. It was also mentioned that it would be favourable to collect monies in twos.

(d) It was noted that number 194 in area 7 handed over the 60.00 Euro for the new financial year. The payment was given to LH. A receipt will be issued shortly.
 6. MATTERS ARISING.
(a) MG mentioned that a meeting would take place tomorrow morning in the Corralea Court Hotel in Tuam at 11 am. The meeting is in connection with Galway Age Friendly group and will discuss a number of matters. Sergeant Michael Bradly through the Neighbourhood Watch scheme, had sent us a letter and information regarding this . Both BK and MF thought that they would attend from the Palace Fields Residents.
(b) MG reported that a meeting took place on 18.04.12 with WM, MG and Lisa a member of Joe Mannions staff, to discuss the points raised over the signage relating to the advertising as described in the last minutes. The meeting went well however, we are still awaiting a response. This will be followed up. Also during the meeting, the PFRA webb site was looked up. Lisa thought it was very good but wanted some changes carried out. This will be done with either JF or RK.
(c) MG is still to write to the Dublin based firm relating to the the two neighbourhood watch signs.
(d)  The committee was asked to encourage as many people as possible to attend meetings.
(e) We are still awaiting a reply from Declan McGrath after the meeting that took place on the 5th of last month with WM,RK MG and Michael Rhatigan. MG pointed out that he had chased Delan McGrath and that there may be an email waiting. The light column is to change from a 5 metre high pole to 8 meters and be a 360 degree light. In addition, Michael Rhatigan would contact a sub-contractor to price the digging of the trench and concrete base for the column required to supply and support the new light from the existing electricity supply. Airtricity will provide the duct and cable. WM thought that Rhatigan's were to pay for the trench. But RK and MG thought that this may not be the case. It was resolved that the matter would be clarified and sorted out ready for the next committee meeting. In addition, at the meeting it was discussed that LED ground mounted uplighters could be provided to illuminate the Palace Fields lettering to the decorative wall, this would be considered once costs were known.
7. MAINTENANCE OF COMMUNAL AREAS.
      
(a) MG mentioned that a letter of thanks from the Association had been sent to Rhatigans in relation to the eight trees that they had supplied and planted.

(b) MG pointed out that he had commenced with the drawing work for the pedestrian access from the park to the estate. However, in order to complete the drawing he needing to take dimensions on site as all the information had been taken from the ordnance survey map. JF mentioned that he would help. 

(c) MG had spoken to Francis Mulry regarding the sweeping of the gutters to all the roads. He has agreed to to do this and the work will be carried out shortly. It was mentioned that all parked cars should be moved once the date of sweeping is known.

8. NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH SCHEME.
(a) See 6(c) above.

9. JJ RATGIHAN AND GALWAY COUNTY COUNCIL.

(a) As last minutes.
10. ANY OTHER BUSINESS.
(a) WM had approached the owners of the house who's rear garden backs onto number 5 Palace Fields relating to the height of the trees. He reported that they would be cut these trees to a reasonable height.
(b) The on going problem of the trees in the Demense Cottages it is thought might be dealt with be approaching their Residents Association.
(c) It was learnt today that the maintainance of the street lighting on the estate was no longer Airtricity. The contract is now with ElectricSkyline of Ballyglass, Claremorris, Co Mayo. Web. www.electricskyline.ie They have today put new numbers on the lamposts as the old numbers were wearing out. If you notice a light on the estate not working plase contact ElectricSkyline using the information below.
(d) WM had spoken with Emmet Murphy regarding the number of new shrubbs that had been planted in the different areas. He has agreed to replace those shrubs that have been lost to frost damage and young children. The total cost of the new shrubberys will be 2000.00 Euro this does not include Leo Hynes's labour.
(e) It was discussed that we would approach the parents of the children running over the new shrubberys and ask them stop their children damaging these new plants.
 SOME USEFUL NUMBERS.

1/ ElectricSkyline for street lighting replacement lowcall 1890 328587 or text 087 1955076 or Email : faults@electricskyline.ie

2/ Palace Fields Residents Association website. www.palacefields.com

3/ An Garda Siochana Tuam 093 70841. Neighbourhood Watch Scheme Liaison Officer - Declan Costello.

4/ Dog warden name and number Christy Corcoran 087-2224192.


.

